Preventing sintering of Au and Ag nanoparticles in silica-based hybrid gels using phenyl spacer groups
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Gold and silver metal salts were reduced in the presence of phenylethylthiol as capping agent to form metal nanoparticles of 2.1–2.4 nm diameter. These clusters were then added to a sol–gel process using phenyltrithoxysilane as a hybrid component to optimize the dispersion of the metal particles in the matrix. The encapsulated metal particles grow in the sol–gel process to an average diameter of 6 nm. This method permits a controlled variation of the materials’ porosity by simply regulating the synthesis pH values. Optimized mixed micro-/mesoporous materials are obtained at pH = 6. The metal particles and the matrix are thermally stable, and catalyze CO oxidation.

Introduction

Research in modern sol–gel science attempts making new materials by rational design of the molecular environment.1–3 There is a large range of applications for hybrid sol–gel materials, including selective adsorption and catalysis with tailor-made porosity.4–6 Although the idea of molecular imprinting of silica gels dates back to Pauling’s dye experiments,7 further exploitation started much later, with imprinted cross-linked polymers.8 Today, designing porous solids with well defined parameters (shape, size, polarity, site accessibility) still remains a challenge. E.g. when catalytically active metal particles with controlled dispersion have to be deposited on the solid support. Porous properties are of utmost importance in catalysis and separation science.9–11 In most classical work in this area, the metal particles are generated on a preformed support. Only more recent studies show the in situ incorporation of well defined metal nanoclusters in sol–gel materials.12,13

In heterogeneous catalysis, one of the thorniest problems is preventing catalyst sintering.14,15 This is especially true for redox reactions, where the catalytically active metal particles often switch between oxides and zerovalent metals.16,17 The catalytic activity of gold metal clusters, for instance, decreases sharply above 5 nm diameter. Indeed, until the 1990s, when methods were developed for preparing small gold clusters, the metal was deemed catalytically inactive.18,19 The encapsulation of stable metal nanoparticles (Au, Ag, Pt) in ordered mesoporous SBA-15 silicas was reported by Somorjai and co-workers.20 The encapsulation of stable metal nanoparticles (Au, Ag, Pt) in ordered mesoporous SBA-15 silicas was reported by Somorjai and co-workers.20 The encapsulation of stable metal nanoparticles (Au, Ag, Pt) in ordered mesoporous SBA-15 silicas was reported by Somorjai and co-workers.20 The encapsulation of stable metal nanoparticles (Au, Ag, Pt) in ordered mesoporous SBA-15 silicas was reported by Somorjai and co-workers.20

Our approach differs from other published procedures in that the metal nanoparticles are prepared first, and they are then encapsulated with polymeric T building units, R-Si(OR)3, with an R group that favors selective assembly with the particle shell surface.

A variety of sol–gel encapsulation strategies are used for preparing materials with controlled porosity and surface chemistry. The covalent approach to capture specific species linked by chemical bonds in a sol–gel network is well understood. However, non-covalent encapsulation of a template (so-called ‘structure directing agent’ in crystalline materials or ‘porogenic agent’ in amorphous ones) requires an understanding of the underlying intermolecular interactions. Previously, we reported the sol–gel encapsulation of pharmaceutical drug molecules with the aim to control the release kinetics by the use of silica and organically modified silica gels.21 The release kinetics of drugs containing aromatic groups from phenyl-functionalized hybrid gels was relatively slow, indicating a firm encapsulation due to interactions between aromatic groups. Tsuzuki et al. studied the interaction strength between simple aromatic systems.22,23 Such interaction energies can be on the order of –10 to –20 kJ mol–1 according to their theoretical calculations.

We show here that a firm encapsulation of the metal nanoparticles is possible, making them sinter-resistant for catalytic applications. As we previously reported, the pore structure can be varied during the sol–gel encapsulation of drugs. Under acidic sol–gel conditions, the surface charge of the silica correlates with the porosity. A simple model suggests that encapsulation of charge compensating cations is required, when the surface is
negatively charged at pH values above 2–3. Hydrated cations (e.g., \( \text{H}_2\text{O}^+ \)) are the porogenic agents. At the isoelectric point (pH = 1–3, depending on the composition) no porosity forms.\(^{31,41}\) Therefore, two effects must be balanced: the ionic surface interactions of the sol–gel materials and the hydrophobic interactions between phenyl groups. Here we will show that controlling the synthesis pH allows the adjusting of the porosity.

**Experimental**

**Materials**

The nanoparticles were synthesized via the Brust reaction.\(^{12–34}\) HAuCl\(_4\) (0.84 mmol) was dissolved in water (0.55 mol) and was phase-transfered into toluene with tetraoctylammonium bromide (0.5 mmol), followed by addition of phenylethylthiol (2.4 mmol, a 3-fold molar excess relative to the metal). This mixture was cooled in an ice bath for 30 minutes. Then, the metal was reduced by NaBH\(_4\) (8.3 mmol in 0.28 mmol water) at 273 K, with formation of H\(_2\) gas. The formation of the arenethiolate monolayer-protected metal clusters (Au and Ag) was evidenced by an immediate darkening of the toluene phase. The suspension was stirred in an ice bath for 24 h, after which the two phases were separated, and the product, Au\(_{12}\)(SC\(_2\)H\(_5\)Ph)\(_{12}\), was isolated from the toluene phase. The Ag nanoparticles were similarly prepared, starting from AgNO\(_3\), as previously reported by Oliveira et al.,\(^{35}\) with no indications for the precipitation of AgBr observed by XPS.

In a typical sol–gel reaction, phenyltriethoxysilane (PhTS, 4.56 mmol), and water (0.09 mol) were mixed with THF (0.06 mol). The mixture was acidified to pH = 1.2 (0.05 mL conc. HNO\(_3\), Aldrich) for the silver samples and the metal-free sample or 0.05 mL conc. HCl (AppliChem) for the gold samples. The addition of the acid was carried out quickly within the time-scale of a second. After 1 h stirring, the phenylethylthiol-coated metal nanoparticles, dissolved in 0.06 mol THF, were added. The suspension was stirred for another hour, and then 0.0223 mol tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) was added. The pH was then increased after 3 h with NH\(_3\)(aq) to its final value. Gelation occurred after 2–20 min, depending on the pH value. The compositions and sample notations are listed in the ESIF. Finally, the organic components were then removed from the products by calcination at a final temperature of 873 K in air. For calcination, the temperature was increased from room temperature to 373 K with a heating rate of 1 K min\(^{-1}\). Then, after two hours, the temperature was increased with a rate of 2 K min\(^{-1}\) to 873 K, and held for 6 h.

Sample 1 is a hybrid gel made at pH = 7 which was post-synthetically impregnated with Ag NPs. The particles were dissolved in THF, and the solution was combined with the solid gel after which the THF was evaporated. The Ag/Si ratio was 0.016.

**Instrumentation**

N\(_2\) adsorption was measured on a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 apparatus at 77 K. Before the measurements the silicates were evacuated at 373 K. Pore diameters were determined using the BJH method on the desorption experiment. The t-plot method was applied to separate micro-/mesoporosity from the external surface adsorption. Metal particle sizes were determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Hitachi H800 NA, operating at 200 kV). The dried gel samples were dispersed in ethanol, and then a droplet was placed on the Cu grid and then dried for TEM analyses.

Powder X-ray diffraction was performed with CuK\(_\alpha\) radiation using a Guinier camera. α-Quartz was used as an internal standard. The powder patterns were analyzed by using the program WINXPow.

Thermogravimetric and differential thermal analyses were performed in Netzsch STA 409 C thermal analyzer. About 40 mg of sample were heated at a rate of 10 K min\(^{-1}\) between 298 K and 1173 K in an oxygen flow. The baseline correction was made using Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) as the reference sample.

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) measurements were performed on a homemade system. Typically, around 100 mg of the sample are taken for a TPR measurement. Before the reduction, the samples are oxidized in a 50 mL min\(^{-1}\) flow of 5% v/v O\(_2\) in Ar mixture up to 573 K. After cooling to room temperature, the sample was flushed by a 20 mL min\(^{-1}\) flow of 67% v/v H\(_2\) in Ar mixture. After 5 minutes the two filaments were heated to 423 K. One of the two filaments was placed in the measurement chamber together with the sample, and filament 2 was used as the reference. The difference in the filament temperatures was determined based on their electric resistance. The signal is produced due to the consumption of hydrogen in the sample which causes a different heat transport by H\(_2\) in the sample chamber and the reference. The TPR scan was carried out from ambient temperature to 623 K with a heating rate of 10 K min\(^{-1}\).

**Catalytic CO oxidation**

Prior to the catalytic tests, the samples were calcined in situ to 573 K (30 min hold) in 5% v/v O\(_2\)/He. In a typical reaction, 50 mg of catalyst was placed on a quartz wool plug in a 4 mm quartz reactor. A 50 mL min\(^{-1}\) flow of 2% v/v CO and 2% v/v O\(_2\) in He, with 1% v/v Ar added as internal standard, was fed over the catalyst, which was heated from room temperature to 873 K in 50 K steps (heating rate: 5 K min\(^{-1}\)). The exit gas of each reactor was analyzed by mass spectrometry at each temperature using a Balzers Prisma QME200 spectrometer, equipped with a Channeltron® detector.

**Results and discussion**

Scheme 1 summarizes the synthetic procedure for the nanoparticle (NP) encapsulation. The Au or Ag NPs are capped with phenylethylthiol which may form non-covalent interactions with phenyltriethoxysilane. Sol–gel polymerization with tetramethoxysilane and phenyltriethoxysilane is carried out under acidic conditions. Fast hydrolysis of the precursors, PhTS and TMOS, takes place at the first pH step (pH = 1.2). At this low pH value, the condensation is slow and separation of the two hybrid precursors into different solid phases is impeded. These clear solutions are then treated with aqueous NH\(_3\) which may form non-covalent interactions with phenyltriethoxysilane. The signal is produced due to the consumption of hydrogen in the sample which causes a different heat transport by H\(_2\) in the sample chamber and the reference. The TPR scan was carried out from ambient temperature to 623 K with a heating rate of 10 K min\(^{-1}\).
Fig. 1 shows the X-ray powder diffraction pattern of uncalcined samples. The as-made Au$^0$ and Ag$^0$ NPs before sol–gel encapsulation, Au$_x$(SC$_2$H$_4$Ph)$_y$ and Ag$_x$(SC$_2$H$_4$Ph)$_y$, show Bragg reflections that differ from the X-ray powder pattern of the bare metals. Analysis of the Bragg pattern yields a cubic primitive lattice with a lattice constant of 2.1–2.4 nm. As a consequence, from the cubic primitive packing of the NPs it can be concluded that their size is of the same values. This lattice distance is well within the expected size of the nanoparticles for such types of reactions. Note that the Bragg peaks at very low diffraction angles are outside the experimentally available diffraction window. The Ag NPs encapsulated in the sol–gel matrix are shown with three different loadings. While the sample with the highest loading with a Ag/Si ratio of 0.033 shows some XRD peaks of the pure NPs due to phase separation from the amorphous gel, the other two samples are almost amorphous, except for a small peak of the most intense reflection at 4.8°. Similar observations are made for the gold samples. The gel with the lower loading of Au/Si = 0.012 is almost amorphous, except for a small reflection of Au(111), and the sample with higher loading (Au/Si = 0.035) shows phase separation of the pure NPs. These observations show that the NPs can be dispersed in the sol–gel matrix up to a threshold concentration above which phase separation of the pure NPs occurs. The observation of an XRD peak, Au(111), of metallic gold occurs only for the gel made at pH = 7. As will be shown below, mesopores are formed at this pH value, whereas the gel matrices are microporous at lower pH values. Obviously, gold has a tendency to form larger metallic particles which become visible in XRD, when the surrounding matrix permits such growth because large pores exist. Silver, on the other hand, does not show such a growth of the particle size.

The XRD powder patterns after calcination are shown in Fig. 2. The gold samples all show Bragg peaks of metallic gold, and the silver samples show a very broad and weak peak of silver oxides between 30–32° 2θ. The broader signal centered at ~21° originates from the amorphous silica. The sharp reflections for gold are assigned to a small number of large gold particles which are present in samples A and C. On the other hand, the silver samples do not show such large particles, and the broad peak originates from a distribution of small particle sizes. Silver oxide is unexpected to exist at calcination temperatures of 873 K, as disproportionation to Ag$^0$ and O$_2$ would normally occur. The existence of silver oxide in the sample may be due to the small size of the particles, as indicated by the broad XRD peak. The Au samples do not show any indication of oxide formation. This is probably due to the higher redox potential of gold, and the larger particle sizes, as suggested based on the relatively narrow XRD peaks.

Fig. 3 shows representative thermoanalyses for the Au sample C (Au/Si = 0.035), the silver sample D (Ag/Si = 0.033), and a metal-free hybrid gel, G. All three samples were prepared at pH = 6. The three graphs in the figure show the weight loss (Fig. 3a: TG = thermogravimetry) the differential thermogravimetry,
DTG (Fig. 3b), and the differential thermal analysis, DTA (Fig. 3c). We discuss the DTG curves here which are derived from the TG experiment, because they allow for a better separation of the temperature steps of the different events permitting a more accurate analysis of the quantitative weight loss. The metal free hybrid gel, G, shows some weight loss at 500 K and below, and a large event between 840 and 900 K. The latter is assigned to the combustion of the phenyl groups (15%), whereas the low-temperature loss is most likely due to water, either physisorbed or generated by silanol condensation. Three thermal events are identified for sample C: event I, between 500 and 620 K, originates from the loss of capping agent of the Au NPs (11%). The weight loss is in excellent agreement with the expected value. Event II, between 690 and 760 K (4%), is most likely due to the condensation of silanol groups and subsequent loss of water. The last event III at 890 K is due to the combustion of the matrix phenyl groups (16%). The Au sample does not show a significant weight loss from physisorbed water below 600 K which is due to the hydrophobic properties of the sample. Although the weight loss is completed at 923 K in the thermogravimetric analysis, the calcination experiment is carried out for a longer time at the maximum temperature compared to the thermoanalysis in which the temperature is varied slowly. The silver sample, D, shows a similar behavior as the Au sample for the loss of capping agent at 560 K (10%). Event II at 680 K also occurs with a water loss of 5%. Interestingly, the combustion of the matrix phenyl groups, event III, is shifted to considerably lower temperatures compared to the Au sample or the bare hybrid gel. The maximum occurs here at 770 K, and the DTG peak is much broader than for samples C and G. The DTA traces in Fig. 3 show the largest exothermic peak for the matrix phenyl group combustion, and the corresponding peak positions are in agreement with the DTG signals. These thermoanalytic data are evidence for the encapsulation of the metal nanoparticles in the sol–gel materials. Clear differences in the DTG/TG and DTA traces are observed for the gels with and without metals. The most interesting effect is a reduction of the combustion temperature of matrix phenyl groups, when silver is encapsulated. This indicates that the encapsulated silver particles promote the combustion of the matrix phenyl groups.

Fig. 4 shows the influence of synthesis pH value and Au loading on the N$_2$ physisorption data. The analysis of the pore structure by BJH, and $t$-plot methods are listed in Table 1. Sample A is made at pH = 7, whereas samples B and C are made at pH = 6, but the latter two differ in metal loading. The Au loadings of samples A and B are similar, and they only differ in their synthesis pH value. The as-made sample A shows a type IV adsorption isotherm with a type H2 hysteresis. Such adsorption isotherms are observed for amorphous, mesoporous materials with a large variation of pore diameters. As the Au NPs are encapsulated inside the sol–gel material (see below), the mesoporous structure of the matrix allows for migration and sintering of the metal particles upon calcination, as already argued above for the growth of particles. The diameter of the mesopores is 3.9 nm from BJH analysis. Further analysis with the $t$-plot method yields a mesopore area of 396 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$, a mesopore volume vibrations are detected by Raman spectroscopy (see ESI†). The calcination experiment is carried out for a longer time at the maximum temperature compared to the thermoanalysis in which the temperature is varied slowly. The silver sample, D, shows a similar behavior as the Au sample for the loss of capping agent at 560 K (10%). Event II at 680 K also occurs with a water loss of 5%. Interestingly, the combustion of the matrix phenyl groups, event III, is shifted to considerably lower temperatures compared to the Au sample or the bare hybrid gel. The maximum occurs here at 770 K, and the DTG peak is much broader than for samples C and G. The DTA traces in Fig. 3 show the largest exothermic peak for the matrix phenyl group combustion, and the corresponding peak positions are in agreement with the DTG signals. These thermoanalytic data are evidence for the encapsulation of the metal nanoparticles in the sol–gel materials. Clear differences in the DTG/TG and DTA traces are observed for the gels with and without metals. The most interesting effect is a reduction of the combustion temperature of matrix phenyl groups, when silver is encapsulated. This indicates that the encapsulated silver particles promote the combustion of the matrix phenyl groups.

Fig. 4 shows the influence of synthesis pH value and Au loading on the N$_2$ physisorption data. The analysis of the pore structure by BJH, and $t$-plot methods are listed in Table 1. Sample A is made at pH = 7, whereas samples B and C are made at pH = 6, but the latter two differ in metal loading. The Au loadings of samples A and B are similar, and they only differ in their synthesis pH value. The as-made sample A shows a type IV adsorption isotherm with a type H2 hysteresis. Such adsorption isotherms are observed for amorphous, mesoporous materials with a large variation of pore diameters. As the Au NPs are encapsulated inside the sol–gel material (see below), the mesoporous structure of the matrix allows for migration and sintering of the metal particles upon calcination, as already argued above for the growth of particles. The diameter of the mesopores is 3.9 nm from BJH analysis. Further analysis with the $t$-plot method yields a mesopore area of 396 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$, a mesopore volume
of 0.30 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$, and an external surface area of 53 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$. Sample A undergoes substantial shrinking upon calcination at 873 K with a reduced mesopore volume of 0.05 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$, albeit the mesopore diameter remains almost constant at 3.5 nm. Obviously, the number of mesopores is reduced upon calcination, while their size is nearly unchanged. Reducing the synthesis pH value to 6 (sample B) induces a considerable change in the pore structure. The as-made gels with capped NPs are now dense, and only the calcined materials show microporosity with a remarkable micropore area of 324 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ for the Au sample with the lower loading, B-calc, and an even larger value of 514 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ for the higher loading, C-calc. It should be mentioned that a hybrid gel made at the same pH value without any metal loading shows some microporosity with a micropore area of 550 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ before calcination which shrinks to 476 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ after calcination. It can be concluded that the Au NPs modify the porosity of the material. We suggest that the Au NPs are encapsulated in the sol–gel matrix. (see inset with image negative in Fig. 6a). This sample shows that metal particles exist outside the silica matrix, and some silver has sintered to short nanowires inside the pores of the matrix. The TEM analysis in Fig. 6a confirms that the average particle size increases after calcination at 873 K. The highest particle size occurs for sample F, with a pore diameter of 3.5 nm after calcination. It can be concluded that the Au NPs modify the porosity of the material. The strong influence of the synthesis pH value is also observed for the Ag samples. Fig. 5 shows the N$_2$ adsorption isotherms of calcined silver samples synthesized at different pH values. The metal loadings are Ag/Si = 0.033 for sample D, Ag/Si = 0.016 for sample F, and Ag/Si = 0.014 for sample H.

![Fig. 5](image)

**Fig. 5** Nitrogen sorption isotherms of calcined silver samples synthesized at different pH values. The metal loadings are Ag/Si = 0.033 for sample D, Ag/Si = 0.016 for sample F, and Ag/Si = 0.014 for sample H.
at pH = 6 (Fig. 6b). The particle size distribution before and after calcination varies only slightly. Moreover, the majority of the NPs below 5 nm diameter are stable upon calcination. The loading, Ag/Si = 0.033, is even higher than for the sample shown in Fig. 6a.

The sintering behavior is another clear indication of the encapsulation of the NPs inside the sol–gel matrix. Final proof is obtained by the extraction of Ag NPs from the matrix by HNO₃ dissolution. The results of N₂ adsorption isotherms of the micro-/mesoporous sample before and after HNO₃ extraction are shown in Fig. S1 of the ESI†. The sample shows a brown color which converts to colorless after removal of the silver particles. The extracted sample shows mesopores with a much higher specific surface area than the microporous sample before Ag extraction. A blank experiment for a gel with the same matrix composition but without Ag shows that the generated pore space in the Ag sample can not originate from matrix erosion, and it must be assigned to pore space generated by the Ag NPs. XPS analyses indicate that the Ag particles were completely removed by HNO₃ extraction. Mesopores are expected upon removal of particles with an average diameter of 8 nm in this sample. The pore space generated by HNO₃ extraction is larger than expected by a factor of ~8 for the stoichiometric silver content. This indicates that matrix corrosion occurs in addition to the dissolution of the silver particles.

Fig. 7 shows the results of temperature programmed reduction (TPR) measurements carried out on silver samples that were prepared by different synthetic methods. All samples were calcined at 873 K prior to the TPR experiment. For comparison, the XRD powder diffraction patterns show the existence of different crystalline Ag phases. The silver oxide obtained after calcination of the sample F shows a peak at 500 K indicating reduction of the silver oxide. For comparison, a metal-free hybrid gel with the same matrix composition was post-synthetically impregnated with Ag NPs (sample I). The TPR reduction peak shifts to considerably higher temperatures with a maximum at 595 K. The XRD pattern shows that a mixture of both, silver oxides and metallic silver, exists in this sample. The higher TPR temperature indicates that the particles are larger than for the in situ encapsulated sample, F-calc. The third test (sample J) was carried out without the hybrid component, PhTS, in the sol–gel process, but the NPs were added as in the first sample. The reduction peak appears in the similar temperature range, but some broadening is observed and the peak has a lower intensity as in sample F. In addition, a reduction signal seems to appear at much higher temperatures above 600 K. This observation may indicate a large size distribution with contributions of much larger particles. Sample K-calc was made without capping agent, phenylethylthiol, and it shows no reduction signal. This is due to the fact that no silver oxide is observed in the XRD experiment. This sample only contains metallic silver. This set of experiments suggests that the use of phenylethylthiol in conjunction with the hybrid precursor composition with PhTS is important to stabilize
silver with a small particle size. Oxidation of the small NPs occurs upon calcination, making them visible in the TPR experiment.

The matrix stability under the stress of calcination and reduction or catalytic test reactions of sample F was investigated by nitrogen adsorption. Further information can be found in Fig. S2 of the ESI‡. These sample treatments and pore analyses show that the material is thermally and chemically stable. The pores do not collapse upon calcination, reduction or catalysis.

For the catalytic tests, we chose the simple oxidation of CO to CO₂ as a model reaction. Fig. 8 shows the performance of sample C-calc and of its silver analog (D-calc) in the catalytic oxidation of CO. The data for 0.05 mmol g⁻¹ Au and Ag supported on alumina are added for comparison. A series of separate control experiments confirmed that plain SiO₂ and Al₂O₃ were inactive below 823 K. The data show that the materials are indeed catalytically active, even though they do not perform as well as the “state of the art” Ag- and Au-based CO oxidation catalysts.13,14–40 After catalytic testing at 873 K, the supported Au and Ag catalysts showed clear metal deposits at the reactor exit, due to metal evaporation (see photos in Fig. 8). Such deposits were not observed for our “entrapped clusters” catalysts. The conversion on the embedded silver catalyst in our sol–gel material is the best among all tested materials. The metal must be redox active for the catalytic performance. From TPR data, silver fulfills this requirement much better and the particles are smaller than for the gold sample. This is most likely the reason for the better catalytic conversion on the silver catalyst.

Fig. 9 shows additional TPR investigations for silver samples which were made at different pH values. Sample F-calc before and after CO oxidation is mesoporous (synthesis at pH = 7) and the two TPR experiments clearly show that the metal particles are not stable in the catalytic oxidation and subsequent calcination: the TPR signal disappears after this treatment. In contrast, the sample D-calc which is micro-/mesoporous (synthesis at pH = 6) shows a remarkable stability in TPR.

Two competitive processes during the sol–gel process are most likely responsible for the observations: the assembly of the bare metal nanoparticles with phenylethylthiol capping agent and the encapsulation of capped NPs in the sol–gel matrix. At high loadings, the self-assembly of bare NPs is strong, leading to phase separation of crystalline metal NPs. At lower loadings, the particles are encapsulated in the sol–gel matrix, although a growth of their size can be discerned after the sol–gel synthesis. This particle growth is more pronounced for gold than for silver, especially for the matrix that contains mesopores. Particle growth upon calcination is mainly influenced by the matrix porosity which is a function of synthesis pH value. While sintering is observed for mesoporous gels (synthesis pH = 7), this can be substantially suppressed for the microporous samples (pH = 6 and pH = 5).

Conclusions

Gold and silver nanoparticles were successfully encapsulated in organically modified silica gels in the sol–gel synthesis. Loadings of up to 6.6% (w/w) for gold and up to 3.7% (w/w) for silver were achieved without phase separation. The noble metal NPs clearly show a porogenic effect on the sol–gel system. A growth of the metal particles is discerned in the sol–gel process, and this is more pronounced for gold. Dissolving Ag with HNO₃ generates mesopores that were occupied by the metal NPs. Micropores are formed at synthesis pH values of 5–6, and mesopores are observed at pH = 7. The micropores are at least thermally stable up to 873 K.

Silver oxide is formed upon calcination of the materials which is due to the small size of the particles. The size of the metal NPs depends on the synthetic route, and the smallest particles are obtained using phenyltriethoxysilane as precursor of the hybrid gel. This is due to the optimized dispersion of the NPs which are able to interact via their capping agent, phenylethylthiol, with the phenyl groups of the matrix. The matrix porosity is retained under thermal and/or catalytic stress. The materials are catalytically active in CO oxidation, although relatively high activation temperatures of at least 600 K are needed. The NPs remain encapsulated in the sol–gel matrix after the catalytic reaction. The accessibility and the size of the NPs still offer room for optimization. With catalysts prepared at higher pH values, the NPs are too large for catalytic activity, although the pores are large enough for sufficient mass transport. At lower synthesis pH values, the particles are smaller and potentially able to catalyze...
oxidation reactions. However, the microporous nature of the materials may hinder diffusion to the active sites. All that said, we feel that the non-covalent capping and encapsulating approach opens exciting opportunities for metal cluster catalysis.
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